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Alok Sharma  WWP( West Windsor Peeps )

Esther Sun

December 6 at 5:17 PM · 

A gang of twenty people, cult type mentality, full of conspiracy theory, incoherent arguments, zero proof for any of
their weirdest allegations( weirdest allegations like “Mr Biao is responsible for covid virus and is killing
americans!”picture of Mr Biao with hammer and sickle on his head!) come to our town every day to harass and
intimidate a prominent human right activist in his own home in front of his family and neighbors. They come in a
North Carolina number plate van (pic1). They don’t identify themselves or show their faces. They do this everyday
10 am to 4 pm, unless it is raining, record and live stream this to whoever their organizer is. Many of us faced this
gang today to make sure that the family of Mr Teng Biao feels safe and that the protestors know that this harassment
and cult/gang culture is not welcome in our neighborhood.
Unfortunately, the sidewalk is a public place and police can’t do much about twenty people standing shoulder-to-
shoulder, no social distancing, blocking the entire sidewalk for hours, stalking a family. What is the solution? They
will come again tomorrow at 10am. They probably need to hear from more people, a lot more people that their
behavior is not welcome in our neighborhood. Many of us have to work on weekdays, unlike these “protestors” who I
am not sure if someone is paying them to do this on weekdays. Tomorrow and any future day, please come out in
numbers at 4 Jill Drive if you hear that the gang has shown up and tell them to leave our neighborhood.
Thoughts? Solution?
P.S. They call me mexican and don’t want to talk to me….later they called me “american indian”, probably meaning
“native american”....they talked to our white residents who were there to counter-protest, but to the chinese residents
they used abusive nasty language in mandarin, one of them man-handled YZ...they are pretty sure that I am getting
paid by CCP, that YZ is fooling everyone that he is a local resident and YZ is a CCP spy! If Mr Biao says the simplest
thing that this is harassing his family, they shout that he is a liar!! Go figure.
 — with Wenli Li and 4 others.
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Thank you Alok to take a lead on organizing township neighborhood friends to help the family. I
encourage everyone able to come counter protest. My 87 year old mom asked: so what is the
purpose? Very simple, intimates Mr. Biao and his family

Nibha Nayyar
Alok Sharma, I am horrified by what’s going on. This is harassment & stalking, pure & simple. If
these people believe that Mr. Biao is a CCP spy, they should file a report. This is not the way to do it.
This is America, they cannot intimidate a private citizen for his beliefs. And shame on people who
use their wealth to harass others. Thanks for supporting a neighbor.

David Henderson
Nibha Nayyar the protesters are perfectly within their rights

Nibha Nayyar
This is strange behavior. So, they are protesting that he is a spy for the CCP? Then, why don’t they
report him to the authorities, give them the evidence that they have? What will this accomplish?

Sandra Black Duffy
If everyone ignored them, wouldn't they get tired of doing it and go away? It's not like the house is on a
main street where people see them.

Alok Sharma
Sandra, they are likely paid people, everyday same people with same signs coming from NY....they
will keep doing this till they are getting paid, they are not going to get tired. I have been working for
22 years, get tired, but still keep doing it because I get paid.

Jenhau Chen
Alok Sharma yeah I think you might be right. Who has the time doing this everyday for free if
there isn’t food on the table? 

Joyce Ann
Omg.
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Dan Fabrizio
Are they there every day and night?

Amy Diaz
This is appalling behavior! I am currently in voluntary isolation since I traveled or I would be there to
defend Mr. Biao! These people are brainless, spineless amoeba 🤬

VG Bapuraj Rao
Wow and the cops can’t do anything? This is so bizzare

Esther Sun
VG Bapuraj Rao I called police when I was there and police said they are well aware of the situation
but nothing they can do

VG Bapuraj Rao

VG Bapuraj Rao
Esther Sun so anyone can stand on my sidewalk and harass me and call out names and I have no
rights

Yingzi Deng
Esther Sun This is unbelievable! They are so loud and shouting /cursing at YZ

Alok Sharma
Yingzi, what are they saying here?  
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Esther Sun
VG Bapuraj Rao yes according to the police. And they can use any language they need like cursing

Esther Sun
Alok Sharma they are cursing at him and saying him if he knows Mr. Teng Biao the. yZ is also CCP
spy. You just cannot reason with them. As you know, we explained that if they suspect and more,
they have evidence, they can go to FBI but they do not.

VG Bapuraj Rao
Esther Sun this is so bizzare

Alok Sharma
Dan, they go back around 4 pm...then are back at 10 am...this is their full time job.

Susan DeLuca Becker
Thank you Alok for this and for all you do for our community. This seems impossible that this is
happening to this family.

VG Bapuraj Rao
Alok Sharma really can’t the cops ask for identification. What are the rights of picketing in a residential
area ???? Any lawyers in the group ?

Kristi Flynn
Linda Hedges

Amy Diaz
I could distance myself from our residents and sit near the protestors with an air horn.

Alok Sharma
Amy, you saw the video...they stand one feet from each other....many times they come within a
couple of feet of us when they have to be reminded to maintain six feet
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couple of feet of us when they have to be reminded to maintain six-feet.

Amy Diaz
Alok Does anyone know if we have an oridance limiting or banning targeted protests in residential
area?

Eilleen Cardone
Alok Sharma They’ve done these protests in other cities recently but I haven’t been able to find out yet
how long. Like is this a week or two thing and then they go intimidate someone else? Are there any
banners from prior events we could use to block their view of the home and family (at least partially) and
restore some modicum of privacy until they leave?

Eilleen Cardone
Krystal K reported - After Guo Baosheng successfully filed a protective order, the protesters
stopped coming to his house.

Nik Vujosevic
Should we invite them to a game of cards? Perhaps uno?

Nik Vujosevic
Jack Scott i know. I think we should give it a shot. We would have alot of fun wasting their time.

Alok Sharma
Eilleen, they only idea I have at this time is to deny them the side walk.....if they don't have sidewalk
they can't stand on the road.....Just yellow tape the sidewalk for some construction or if they come start
a water sprinkler that covers the sidewalk. If they know how to exploit a loophole, we should know how
to close that loophole.
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Eilleen Cardone
Alok Sharma My other thought was make the crowd over 25 and then that’s over the max for
outdoor events and call the police to break up and send people home - but was told since it’s a
protest the max does not apply.

Eilleen Cardone
i like it. Water it down and ice up that sidewalk lol.

Jim Solloway
Eilleen Cardone political protest is exempt from the maximum attendance rules.

Paul Ligeti
Alok Sharma thoughts on playing upbeat music (as long as Biao and neighbors don't mind) to drown
out the verbal attacks/conspiracies with something nicer?

Alok Sharma
Paul, I could have put my car radio on full volume but what's the point of harassing the neighbors
more.....just need more and more of West Windsor residents to come and tell these guys that they
are not welcome and we have our neighbors back.

Tejinder Kaur Gill
Block the side walk and park cars on it. They can't move a car, can't destroy someone's personal
property and put cameras on and mention the presence of cameras. It might deter them.

Yingzi Deng
Alok Sharma I have been thinking of yellow -taped the side walk today so they have no place to
stand

Amy Diaz
Alok there is a dog squeaky toy sound app that is super loud and you can play through your cars
speakers. I used it to look for a missing puppy 😂

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
Alok Sharma I thought the propaganda rap they played was rather catchy. I think a permit for a
block party is in order, with a food truck and karaoke singing.
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Ajay Kaisth
I'm thinking switching on a gardening hose sprinkler and directing the stream towards these out of
town creeps.........ooops, I mean't the dry areas near the sidewalk. A good soaking would do them
good.

Susan Bodinson
I wonder where they go at night? Where are they staying?

Jenhau Chen
Susan Bodinson someone may have paid for their hotel?

James Moore
Yea, it’s a tough situation, I was hopeful that ignoring them and they would leave, but I jog by them at
lunchtime and they are here every freakin day. I really feel terrible for them harassing Mr Biao and his
family. The police cannot do anything.

Jackie Alberts
Whoever manhandled YZ can be arrested for assault. While speech is free, that type of aggressive
contact is a crime.

Alan J Amira
Alok Sharma, please make sharable so I too can make others aware what's going on here.

Alok Sharma
Alan, unfortunately this is a private group and I have no way to make this sharerable.....you can just
cut paste the post and send out.

Joanne Glover
Chickens. They have to hide their faces.
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Chris Bator
Alok next time tge press interviews you give them some of your philosophical thoughts and speak louder. I
could not hear you in the patch article. Also steer the press to the Carolina license plate. I think loitering is
a crime . The police should move them on

Andrew Hersh
https://planetprinceton.com/2020/12/03/in-princeton-junction-a-chinese-dissident-faces-
harassment-as-part-of-a-disinformation-campaign-by-a-billionaire-with-close-ties-to-steve-bannon/

In Princeton Junction, a Chinese...
planetprinceton.com

Andrew Hersh
Princeton packet did a story on who is funding these folks.

Tejinder Kaur Gill
Or better yet, get more residents and protest their protest

George M. Borek
I would get about 10 Skunks 🦨 and just let them roam through the crowd.

Sira Briñas Perez
This is disgusting😢

David Henderson
it’s their 1st Amendment right

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
David Henderson Yes, but it is neither common nor decent practice to protest issues at

people’s private residences. This group was cursing at their child, his wife, and from my
perspective acted completely differently when speaking to those who speak Chinese than those
who didn’t. They are only there to harass and one of them actually quoted to me, “we are fighting
a war” to which I responded that no one has a right to bring their ‘war’ to a private civilian and his
family nor does anyone at all have the right to wage war here. This family and their lovely
neighbors have heard and received their message. We were all very aware that they believe that
Mr. Biao is responsible for Covid and a myriad of other accusations they had zero evidence for
(minus a word document with talking points and a tweet). Everyone heard them, spoke with them,
and many were trying to explain the court petition they brought as evidence (which turned out is
from Hawaii and hasn’t yet been filed) because they did not read the document they brought that
turned out to not be real anyway. Their point was made, but we know that bringing attention to
their cause was not the point. Harassing this family is. They came out of line when one
challenged Mr. YZ and became physical. They mean to go nowhere any time soon. I ask you, is
this really what we want, protesting those we disagree with (or detest) at their home?? That’s just
chaotic
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chaotic.

Morgan Walters
Tiana Walters

Tiana Walters
Morgan Walters girl the Chinese communist party?

Susan Adams
Following and here to show solidarity to our community and neighbors

Alok Sharma
David, what about the town residents' 1st amendment right asking them to get the f*** out of

here. We are exercising that right.

David Henderson
Alok Sharma of course the residents can exercise their 1st Amendment rights also

Atul Ahuja
I came there at 4:30 pm to join your folks but the party was over by then.

Nancy Chen
Thank you Alok and people here in our community. Mr Teng Biao’s family really appreciate the out
pouring support from the neighbor and community. They felt better because of our community’s
response to these protestors. It is a blessing that We live in a community people genuinely care
about their neighbors. (BTW I like people referring him as Biao on first name basis).
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Joe Lewis
I talk with folks like this almost everyday. What I've found to be successful is actually listening to them
and trying to discuss things on their level- Facts tend not to work, which is a weird thing to say. Usually,
in practice, that tends to make them more likely to disperse.  

I've seen this group before when I go on walks. Maybe I'll talk to them.

Yingzi Deng
Joe Lewis Did you talk to them?

Joe Lewis
Not them directly but I've seen (what I'm assuming) them before or equivalent.

Jim Solloway
Joe Lewis I was there today. They are not there to discuss anything in a rational way. They either
are brainwashed or have drunk the Kool-Aid. Or they are in it for the money they earn by spending
their days harassing their victims.

Joe Lewis
Jim Solloway let me know if they show tommorow

Yingchao Zhang
Joe Lewis They most likely will come back tomorrow around 10:30am.

Joe Lewis
Yingchao Zhang I'll be there

Esther Sun
Joe Lewis did you get to talk to them today?

Joe Lewis
Yeah.....We talked A LOT
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Yingchao Zhang
Thanks Aloke for getting people’s attention. Eric and I stayed until they left close to 4pm. I was trying to
tell them that their hostile behaviors towards Mr. Teng and his family and friends are not helping their
cause at all. If they had any credibility to begin with, when they behave like that, when they start to
come here everyday with only one agenda - to harass and intimidate Mr. Teng and his family, they lose
all their credibility for all their propaganda. Let’s all try to tell them that, and hopefully one of their “ring
leaders” will realize this doesn’t work towards their advantage and stop. Maybe it won’t stop them, but I
feel at least we can send them a clear message that they’re falling into their own trap by doing this.

David Henderson
Yingchao Zhang what is their cause?

Yingchao Zhang
David Henderson https://planetprinceton.com/2020/12/03/in-princeton-junction-a-chinese-

dissident-faces-harassment-as-part-of-a-disinformation-campaign-by-a-billionaire-with-close-
ties-to-steve-bannon/

In Princeton Junction, a Chinese...
planetprinceton.com

David Henderson
Yingchao Zhang WOW

Esther Sun
David Henderson my 87 year old mom asked the same question and I can only think of one thing:

intimation. They claim Biao is Chinese spy (although Biao escaped China due to his work in China).
Our point to the protester is we hear you and if you have evidence you need to contact FBI, but then
they say they do not understand American legal system. (Apart from obviously they were told in
sidewalk shouting is legal)

Mahdi Hedhli
I suggest Mr. Biao setup some high powered sprinklers on a remote control right near the sidewalk
of his home. Them disturbing his sprinklers would be destruction of private property which would
then allow the police to intervene.

David Henderson
Mahdi Hedhli and if the sprinklers wet them when they are on public access areas then what?
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Mahdi Hedhli
David whoops... might need to get out of the cold and warm up then. Fortunately, Mr. Biao

would have them on a remote control to be sure to turn them off should any non-racist folks who
aren’t harassing him and his family decide to utilize the same sidewalk.

Prashant Jasani
Maybe I missed the reason? What is their claim / reason for their behavior in these cold conditions? I
see what Alok mentioned above. Seems more like provocative assertions by protesters to incite
opinions.

David Henderson
what is their complaint?

Alok Sharma
This...and that anyone who disagrees with them is a CCP spy...that I am a Mexican but still paid by
CCP, that YZ is also a spy and is not a local resident.

David Henderson
Alok Sharma well I’ll vouch that you are NOT Mexican

Yan Mei Wang
I'm not sure about the ... paid by CCP part ... 😜

David Henderson
if, in fact, Mr Biao is a spy for the ChiComs I will be out there tomorrow protesting him myself
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Alok Sharma
https://www.npr.org/2019/06/05/729874311/human-rights-lawyer-fled-china-but-still-feels-
its-influence 

Human Rights Lawyer Fled China But Still...
npr.org

Erich Kussman
David Henderson he is not .. what are you?

Erich Kussman
And you’ll be standing against Christ himself

David Henderson
Erich Kussman how did Christ get brought into this? these people are Buddhists

Erich Kussman
David Henderson I represent the church and I’ve known this family... their daughter is friends

with mine... anyone who stands against human rights is not on the side of Christ

David Henderson
......or Budda

David Henderson
Erich Kussman how is it that you represent “the” church?

Erich Kussman
David Henderson look me up

Erich Kussman
😇

David Henderson
Erich Kussman no

Erich Kussman
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David Henderson yes I am a Reverend and pastor

Daniel Arthur-Gay
David Henderson lol you know you already did

Alok Sharma
David,  

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.nytimes.com/2018/06/15/world/asia/teng-biao-china-
censorship.amp.html 

Exiled in the U.S., a Lawyer Warns of ‘...
nytimes.com

Prashant Jasani
and these protesters are claiming that Mr. Biao is a fake Anti-CCP activist? Essentially a plant by
CCP as claimed by protesters. 1. A geopolitical play in our own backyard. 2. I hope more qualified
people are investigating these claims and counterclaims. 3. Not sure whose arms are these, but
definitely long. 4. These should be nipped in bud before Neighours turn on each other.

David Henderson
who are these protesters? white Americans or Chinese Nationals?

Nik Vujosevic
David Henderson Chinese it appears.

Erich Kussman
David Henderson paid by Steve Bannon

David Henderson
Erich Kussman you know this how?

Erich Kussman
David Henderson research
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Mahdi Hedhli
David a CCP spy who has a career speaking out against the human rights violations of the

authoritarian CCP government and those that bend to their will... yup seems like a total CCP spy to
me... doing the one thing the Chinese government can’t stand. 🙄

Rohitashwa Jain
How can we ID them? There must be a law to ask for national IDs, at least by the local police officials.
That could irritate some of these protesters as they might be shy to have their identities revealed in media
and news and, maybe they’ll drop this for good?

Em Yodin
Is it also legal to have a few German shepherds on that lawn too?

Esther Sun
Em Yodin we have couple dogs joined us who came today.

Ramo Euqah
Sorry but other than a WW resident , who is Mr. Biao?

Yingchao Zhang
Ramo Euqah https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teng_Biao

Teng Biao - Wikipedia
en.m.wikipedia.org

Yingchao Zhang
Ramo Euqah should be Mr. TENG 🤝
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Marie Levine
How is slandering and harassing this poor family legal?

Daniel Arthur-Gay
If they are shouting how is that not disturbing the peace?

Deborah Duchin Cohen
This is beyond disgraceful 😡 I’m so angry that Mr. Biao and family are being subjected to this

Marie Levine
Truman Levine

Wenli Li
Alok is there alone, I am so worried. Stuck at work.

Donna Chigi Pasquerella
Wenli Li I see that too. I am worried for him. I wish I could be there

Mahdi Hedhli
With all of us working and schooling from home... surely this is grounds for disturbing the peace.  

Question... how many complaints to the police department before it is disturbing the peace?

George M. Borek
The Health Department should call it a Health Emergency and have the people dispersed.

Truman Levine
looks like a great place to have a water balloon fight right now...

Filip Sogan
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Truman Levine filled with urine

Truman Levine
this is just a group of people all in one place just waiting to get trolled...

Matthew Xu
Audrey Xu

Audrey Xu
Ik I saw this before and we'll talk abt it

Matthew Xu
Audrey Xu yea we should call

Hee-Jin Kim
We have very obnoxious neighbors. So obnoxious I had to call the police to file a noise complaint.
Apparently, there is little police will do and can do because it’s deemed their freedom and lifestyle. I am
assuming something similar would apply here unfortunately.

Kai Lin Lee
Aakanksha Ambati Lucas Cuitiño What the hell? Reading the comments and assorted articles only
makes this even more confusing. And all this happening in lil old Princeton junction??

Aakanksha Ambati
Kai Lin Lee maybe they're those groups of people who do this kind of stuff to get people to hit them
so they can make money from lawsuits?

Kai Lin Lee
Apparently they’re getting paid to stand here and intimidate
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Desi Cuitiño
Turn on the sprinklers!!

Wenli Li
Any high school kids interested in documentary, here is the project! I am also confused over who?
Why? Why not? 😭

Andi I. Sjamsu
If they are not maintaining social distance, can't they be cited for that?

Kai Lin Lee
Andi I. Sjamsu Apparently that is suspended for political protests

Daniel Marks
Alok Sharma Do you still have those Rocky Patel Cigars?

Alok Sharma
Daniel, whole bunch of them my friend....the best.  

Erich Kussman
Alok Sharma Thry still here lol
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Alok Sharma
Erich, I will happily trade my cigars for them to go away 😊.

Nik Vujosevic
Are these being distributed for tomorrow's Jill drive event!? 😂 Anthony O'Cone i think we
chose the right day

Jim Solloway
Alok Sharma light them all up and smoke those jerks out of town

Joe Lewis
I broke a lot of really good ground with them. 

I also streamed when I was there. 

I'm going to go over the VOD of my involvement later.

Nancy Chen
Joe Lewis what is VOD

Joe Lewis
Video on demand. I streamed it on twitch and it kept a log of it it so I can watch it later. I'm gonna
go over it later tonight.

Somesh Rao
This explains a lot about what is happening in Xi's China. https://www.foreignaffairs.com/
articles/china/2020-12-04/chinese-communist-party-failed

The Party That Failed
foreignaffairs.com
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Kiki Parry
Keeping up to date on this local mess. Please rally your troops if you would like an intimidating WW
presence by your side tomorrow morning!

Gautam Nijhawan
They show up everyday abt 10:30AM, take a lunch break at 12, and then come back by 2PM. They pack
up and leave by 4 PM. The cops were there today and did a couple of drive by. Apparently what they are
doing is not considered illegal. 🤔

Nancy Chen
https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/10/28/guo-wengui-sending-mobs-after-chinese-dissidents-
bannon-ccp/

Guo Wengui Is Sending Mobs After Chinese...
foreignpolicy.com

Nancy Chen
https://thebreaker.news/news/surrey-protest-victim-talks/

Surrey assault victim: "They attack the...
thebreaker.news

Nibha Nayyar
Nancy Chen, this is scary. They surrounded Alok Sharma this morning, I was scared for him. One
against 20 people who have been harassing someone whom they probably have never even met,
using foul language, one of them elbowed YZ. We have seen what this situation can escalate up to.
Can this be the long arm of the CCP?

Jordan Lee
The protesters have been physical. A guy named Matt was walking his dog and they swiped at
him and his hand got bloodied. Today, Lauren got shoved. They are not peaceful. And screaming
obscenities is not peaceful.

Joe Lewis
I'll gently push back a little. There was a pocket of protesters that were very antagonistic, however
they were fairly harmless from my perspective. I will say that YES, Lauren was clearly shoved but
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they were able to produce an angle that suggested she initiated. Officers essentially warned that it
existed if a complaint were to be filed.  

I was able to talk to the organizer alongside a few people for over an hour. I was also able to get
some better information about why they were there as well as the affiliation with the township. I also
got a very clear argument about their intentions.

Esther Sun
Joe Lewis  
And what is it? I think you are feeding into their ill intention to get attention

Ashley Blackwood Kussman
I really think sprinklers would be best or file for a TRO: legal, non-combative, safe, and they can go
on their merry way or be uncomfortable.

Joe Lewis
Esther Sun Essentially they want to bring attention to the idea that Covid-19 was modified in a lab
and this women is being supressed and the media lying to us- Basic QAnon stuff.  

I was able to get out of multiple individuals that this virus occurred from nature BUT was modified in
a lab. This directly goes against the claims that Dr.Limeng-Yan was trying to lay out.  

Furthermore, I also found out that this coalition consist of people from Flushing, Staten Island, and
West Window.  

They also want Dr.Teng to admit a few things, which obviously will do nothing, but they were able to
articulate that as a possible resolution to matter. Obviously that is not something that could be
humored. 

You cannot use logic and facts with these type of people, but you still have to listen to them. I
watched all of the footage over the past few days and a fundamental problem is that the energy that
is being brought towards them is matched, which gets nothing done.  

I read all of Limeng-Yans articles concerning Covid-19 that they mentioned. None of them were peer
reviewed. The problem here is that they are using a non-peer reviewed article for the basis of their
claim.  

The organizer also insisted that they are not "paid" protesters. He also confirmed that he is a
member of the township.  

That is what I was able to get in an hour. I also got sevens names.

Joe Lewis
They are ridiculous. However, they should still be taken serious. That means listening to what they
have to say, seriously.

Esther Sun
Joe Lewis very true
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Yan Mei Wang
Joe Lewis Do you want to share the names?

Jordan Lee
Lauren spoke to Mr. Teng Biao and he asked everyone NOT to come tomorrow. He has a meeting with
the mayor and I think a plan.

Kai Lin Lee
Mala Alagason Lucas Cuitiño

Xiaofan Sun
😡
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